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2024 MEGA MILLION CHOICES

1 for $100 | 2 for $175 | 4 for $300 | 8 for $500
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*50/50 PLUS®

2 for $20 | 10 for $40 | 30 for $60 | 60 for $80
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*Big Score PLUS™

2 for $20 | 5 for $40 | 15 for $60 | 40 for $80



*50/50 PLUS® tickets and BIG SCORE PLUS™ tickets can only be ordered with your 2024 Mega Million Choices main ticket order.
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You could be a Millionaire!
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TICKET SALES ARE CLOSED
THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT MANITOBA!
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Looking for a winter getaway? Your Mega Million Choices Lottery ticket opens the door to over 2,500 prize draws, each with a cash option. It's the perfect opportunity to treat yourself to a well-deserved holiday! And with every Grand Prize home package including thousands in travel from Fareconnect.com, it’s easier than ever to take that dream vacation.




But with so many possibilities, where will you go when you win? Mega Million Choices Lottery has put together our top five destinations from ticket buyers to help spark your imagination:




1. Caribbean Cruise




Sail away to paradise on a luxurious cruise! With your winnings, you can book the ultimate getaway to explore the Caribbean’s sandy beaches and crystal-clear waters. All you need to do is sit back and relax – enjoy the on-board entertainment, delicious food, and soak up the sunshine.











2. Disney Vacations




Let your inner child run wild with a magical Disney vacation! Whether you're exploring the iconic theme parks, embarking on a Disney cruise, or going on a tour with Adventures by Disney, you're guaranteed to make memories that last a lifetime. From thrilling rides to enchanting experiences, Disney has it all.  











3. Mexico




A sun-filled vacation is the perfect cure to the winter blues! Escape to Mexico and explore the historic sites of Mexico City, relax on the sun-drenched shores of Cancun, or dive into the rich marine life of the coast. There’s a place for every traveler with the country’s diverse landscapes and endless attractions. 











4. Las Vegas




Experience the glitz and glamor of Las Vegas – the entertainment capital of the world, where the fun never stops! Catch a spectacular show or try your luck at the tables, and don't forget to take in the sights. From replicas of famous landmarks to larger-than-life attractions, Las Vegas has something for everyone. 











5. Australia and New Zealand




Head to the land 'down under' for some summertime fun! Australia and New Zealand are ideal destinations to visit during the colder months, offering endless adventures. With iconic spots like the Southern Alps, Milford Sound, the Great Barrier Reef, the Gold Coast, and the Sydney Opera House, your itinerary will be packed with excitement!
















So Much to Win!




With the 2024 Mega Million Choices Lottery, your dream getaway is just a ticket away. Order your tickets today and you’ll be automatically entered in thousands of prize draws – including Bonus and Early Bird prizes, plus Fareconnect.com travel prizes worth up to $30,000. 




And every single draw has a cash option. 




Plus, you’ll be entered into the Grand Prize draw to win and choose from $1.25 million tax-free cash – or a luxury home package in Manitoba or BC that comes with cars, travel and even more cash. 


“Paul, you are going to be here for the birth of your daughter. You are going to see your children grow up.”




Paul Fontaine’s cardiologist said that to him the morning after Fontaine had his pacemaker put in at St. Boniface Hospital to steady his heartbeat. Those words answered any questions he had. 




“They still echo in his mind to this day,” said Fontaine. “I will get to see my children, Emmett and Elena, grow up.” 
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Fontaine came close to death one week before his 33rd birthday. His wife, Shay, was eight months pregnant with Elena at the time. 




He has a rare inflammatory condition called cardiac sarcoidosis, which can cause clusters like scar tissue to form in his lungs and heart. 




They rushed to St. Boniface, where Fontaine had a pacemaker put in. He credits his nurses for keeping his spirits up while he was in the Hospital. 




On June 7, 2021, Fontaine was at work. It was the end of the day. He started to feel as if he had tunnel vision, or his eyes were struggling to focus. 




His partner picked him up. Fortunately for Fontaine, the couple had to pick up their son, Emmett, at Shay’s parents’ house.  




Her mom, a former nurse, took one look at him and said, “You need to sit down, Paul.” She took his pulse; it was 34 beats per minute – dangerously low. 




In the Emergency Department, they moved him to an isolation room, set up all the IVs and machines, and hooked him up. Then they put in the temporary defibrillator, inserted through an incision in his neck. It would stay there for 24 hours. 




His nurse, Stu, made the process more comfortable for him. “I tend to think I’m a positive person, so I tried to keep joking around and trying to laugh. Stu joined in, making jokes to help me feel better and put me at ease,” said Fontaine. 




Fontaine’s health-care team told him that had he gone home after work, he would not have woken up the next morning. He would have gone into cardiac arrest, or he would have had a stroke. 




Today, “life is awesome,” says Fontaine. “I get to spend as much time as I can with my family. That is what I was put on this earth to do. I’ve always considered myself a family man, and I get to live that through now.” 
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We can do amazing things, together 




When you buy your Mega Million Choices Lottery tickets, you are showing you care about health care in Manitoba – and at St. Boniface Hospital. 




You can make amazing things happen – and get a chance to become an instant millionaire. Every ticket purchased automatically enters you into thousands of prize draws – including the Grand Prize draw, worth over $1.5 million. Win and choose a Mega home package in Manitoba or British Columbia, or take $1.25 million tax-free cash!




It's easy to show you care. Say "YES" to St. B!


Patti LeBlanc, of Winnipeg, didn’t think lifting a crockpot would send her into an ambulance. But on December 22, 2015, that’s just what happened.  
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LeBlanc, 49, was loading her car for a church potluck when she was hit with alarming sensations. She felt like an elephant was sitting on her chest, her chin was sore, and she had pain in her jaw. Suddenly, her left arm started tingling.  




“I started thinking the worst. I didn’t know the signs of a heart attack,” said LeBlanc. “At my age, why would I?” 




A runner training for an ultra marathon, LeBlanc didn’t fit the typical heart attack profile. Still, knowing something was wrong, she told her husband to call 911.  




The ambulance arrived within minutes. Paramedics immediately did an ECG to see the rhythms of her heart and confirm if she was in danger. Both the ECG and the on-call cardiologist at St. Boniface Hospital confirmed she was having a heart attack, and she was rushed to St. B’s Cardiac Catheterization Lab.  




Reflecting on her experience, LeBlanc remembers how quickly and seamlessly everything happened. Her care team was ready, scrubbed in, and waiting for her the moment she arrived by ambulance.  




LeBlanc was diagnosed with spontaneous coronary artery dissection (SCAD), which had caused two tears that led to her heart attack. SCAD survivors, mostly women, are at special risk for future cardiac events and complications, which means recovery is unique and complex. LeBlanc saw this unique care first-hand during her recovery at St. Boniface Hospital. “The care was so tailored to me as an individual. I felt like I had autonomy and the ability to do things for myself.”  




“I was told as a SCAD survivor to take everything slowly, and to breathe,” said LeBlanc. She knows how close she came to death.  




Today, she cherishes every moment. And she thanks her care team for making sure she would be here to enjoy them. “Because they saved my life, I was able to celebrate my granddaughter’s first birthday. I was able to get back to running and doing what I love.”   









We can do amazing things, together 




When you buy your Mega Million Choices Lottery tickets, you are showing you care about health care in Manitoba – and at St. Boniface Hospital. 




You can make amazing things happen – and get a chance to become an instant millionaire. Every ticket purchased automatically enters you into thousands of prize draws – including the Grand Prize draw, worth over $1.5 million. Win and choose a Mega home package in Manitoba or British Columbia, or take $1.25 million tax-free cash!




It's easy to show you care. Say "YES" to St. B!


Dr. Harold Peters has worked as a physician in the Emergency Department at St. B since 2017. “The first impressions of most patients and their family members are set in their experiences in our Emergency Department,” he said.  
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“That shapes their experience of illness throughout their entire stay.” 




The populations the Emergency Department serves in Manitoba and Northwestern Ontario are growing. People are generally living longer, notes Peters. “So, disease is getting more complicated. The needs of the health-care system have been increasing significantly,” he said.   




Time and other factors, however, have put pressure on the department. The Hospital’s current Emergency Department was built in 1955 and has operated with minimal updates for almost 70 years. 




“I can tell you our current infrastructure is overloaded. The building itself is relatively old, and that makes it difficult for us to manage increasingly complex issues with patients,” Peters continued. Moving patients from the Emergency Department throughout the Hospital for diagnostics or treatment has become more difficult, owing to the aging facility, he added. 




The major Emergency redevelopment currently underway at the Hospital will result in a modern space where Peters says he and his colleagues will be able to better offer compassionate, high-quality, advanced resuscitation and critical care to patients.  




For example, when St. B’s new Emergency Department opens in 2025, it will have a CT scanner and diagnostic imaging machines that are connected to the main resuscitation area. To Peters, that means the same patient can be scanned “literally by going through a doorway and then coming right back,” he said. 




That will make all the difference with someone who is critically sick.  









We can do amazing things, together 
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It's easy to show you care. Say "YES" to St. B!


Baby Annie Burtnyk “was teeny tiny” when she was born premature at 28 weeks weighing just 1 pound ten ounces. 




Annie’s stay in the NICU lasted 88 days. Mom Kelly Burtnyk and her husband Corey couldn’t always be with their baby girl back in December of 2021. vCreate Diaries, a secure video app that allows neonatal staff to record and upload video clips and photos, was a big help to the family. 
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“It was a long time, and even though we were there every day it was so hard to leave because we couldn’t stay with her overnight,” Burtnyk said. 




Thanks to vCreate Diaries Burtnyk was able to go home and get the sleep she needed knowing her baby was in good hands. 




“It was really nice to get those photos and reassurances from the nurses during the night, reminders that our baby is okay even though she couldn’t be home with us.” 




She said her favourite photo was the one she received that first Christmas after giving birth. 




“We were at home and when we woke up we saw that we had photos of Annie that the nurses had taken in front of a Christmas back drop,” said Burtynky. 
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“It was special because it was one of the first times we had seen her whole face, because she was intubated for a while, on CPAP to keep her breathing, so we had never really seen her without any tubes covering her little face.” 




“They took the picture quickly without the CPAP mask and that was the best vCreate moment for us, the nurses were just wonderful.” 




The service has been a huge success thanks to funding by the St. Boniface Hospital Foundation. More than 200 families like the Burtnyks have benefited since vCreate Diaries launched in December of 2021. 




Annie is now a busy and thriving toddler. 




“She’s fantastic, she’s still tiny but healthy has a big personality,” said Burtynk with a laugh. 









We can do amazing things, together 
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It's easy to show you care. Say "YES" to St. B!


Tickets are available now for Manitoba’s most exciting home lottery: the 2024 Mega Million Choices Lottery, supporting St. Boniface Hospital Foundation.  




One lucky winner will become an instant millionaire! They will choose from six spectacular Grand Prizes, including luxury home packages in Winnipeg and British Columbia or a life-changing $1.25 million tax-free cash. 




This year, more than 2,500 prizes are up for grabs. Cars, travel, a condo, cash and more will be won in the early prize draws. Manitobans should buy their tickets today to have a chance at all the amazing prizes. And, as always, every single prize has a cash option!  




We can do amazing things, together 




Every ticket purchase shows how much our community cares about health care in Manitoba – and the patients and their families who rely on St. Boniface Hospital.  




“Amazing things happen thanks to Manitobans’ support of the Mega Million Choices Lottery,” says Karen Fowler, President and CEO of St. Boniface Hospital Foundation. “Your purchases fund cutting-edge equipment and technology that will keep outstanding health professionals here, advance research discoveries that offer us hope for the future and create conditions where compassion can thrive.” 




Change your life with bigger, better bonuses 




No other lottery gives you this much cash. Whether it’s early retirement, world travel, gas, groceries, bills, a brand-new home, or enjoying the best restaurants, shopping, and lifestyle Manitoba has to offer – it can all be possible when you choose the cash option for your Mega Million Choices prize. 




One Grand Prize winner will choose from six incredible options: an Irwin Home or Hearth Home in Bison Run, a KDR Home in Prairie Point, a Signature Home in Highland Pointe, an Acorn Home in the Okanagan’s Big White Resort, or $1,250,000 tax-free cash.  




The earliest buyers can win even more with the biggest Mega Million Choices Lottery bonuses ever. Over $400,000 in extra prizes are available in the Loyalty, Ultimate, and Early Bird bonus draws. Order tickets by Thursday, February 1, 2024 to beat the Loyalty Bonus deadline. It’s bigger and better than ever before – worth over $50,000. Win and choose an electric vehicle, a vacation getaway, or cash! 




There’s also the 50/50 PLUS and the Big Score PLUS.  This year, the 50/50 PLUS jackpot is virtually unlimited. The total could reach $3,000,000, and the winner takes half. The Big Score PLUS offers a chance to win even more with 236 winners and $166,000 in prizes. Tickets for the 50/50 and Big Score PLUS start at 2 for $20.  




It only takes a minute to get your St. Boniface Mega Million Choices Lottery tickets. Order online or by phone at 204-256-7203. Tickets are also available in person at London Drugs, Co-op Food Stores and Main Street Pharmacy, and Shoppers Drug Mart locations. 




Mega Million Choices Lottery tickets cost 1 for $100, 2 for $175, 4 for $300 and 8 for $500. 




Say ‘yes’ and create hope for the future at St. Boniface Hospital. Together, we can make amazing things happen. Order your Mega Million Choices Lottery tickets online and see all this year’s prizes at stbmegamillionchoices.ca. 
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